USER'S GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
ISX shot data files are archived on a series of mountable disk packs.
Since only a limited number of packs may be on-line at any one time, a data file that is required may not be available. In order to reduce the inconvenience caused by the off-line data files, a system to copy files from the archive packs to an on-line area has been developed. The system is called the ISX recall system (RECALL).
The RECALL system accepts as input lists of shot numbers to be copie* into the on-line area. The lists are placed in a queue of recall requests. The queue may be scanned to determine the status of one or all requests. When an operator is available to mount the off-line disk packs, a batch job is created which issues MOUNT commands for the necessary packs and copies the requested files.
THE QUEUE RECALL REQUEST PROGRAM
The queue recall request program (QRCL) places shot numbers in the recall queue. The recall queue is actually a System 1022 data base (System 1022 is a general purpose data base management system). QRCL makes one entry in the queue for each shot file requested. The queue may then be interrogated using the interactive features of System 1022.
QRCL requires as input a list of the shot numbers to be recalled.
The list may be entered from a terminal or it may be in a file. In either case, the shot numbers are entered one to a line with an optional file letter preceding the number. The file letter is used to differentiate between the many data sets generated during each shot. 
EXAMPLE OF AN EXECUTION OF THE QUEUE RECALL REQUESTS PROGRAM •RUN QRCL[230,2301] WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE HELP FILE? (N/Y):Y QRCL IS THE PROGRAM USED TO QUEUE REQUESTS FOR RECALL OF ARCHIVED ISX DATA FILES. THE REQUESTS ARE ACCUMULATED UNTIL AN OPERATOR IS AVAILABLE TO MOUNT THE NEEDED ARCHIVE DISK PACKS. QRCL EXPECTS A LIST OF SHOT NUMBERS OPTIONALLY PRECEDED BY A FILE LETTER. THE LIST MAY BE ENTERED FROM THE USER'S TERMINAL OR A FILE. THE FIRST QUESTION ASKED BY QRCL AFTER THE HELP PROMPT CONCERNS THE PRINTING OF THE ARCHIVE LOCATION OF EACH OF THE REQUESTED SHOTS. THIS INCLUDES THE DISK PACK AND SUBFILE DIRECTORY (SFD) THE SHOT IS ARCHIVED UNDER. THE NEXT PROMPT REQUESTS THAT THE USER ENTER A NAME FOR THIS GROUP OF SHOTS. THIS NAME IS USED TO CHECK THE STATUS OF A RECALL P" 7 QUEST. THE RECOMMENDED FORMAT CONSISTS OF THE USER'S INITIM^S FOLLOWED BY 1 TO 7 LETTERS OF UNIQUE IDENTIFICATION. THE NEXT QUESTION ASKS IF THE SHOT LIST IS IN A FILE OR IF IT WILL BE ENTERED FROM THE USER'S TERMINAL. IF THE FILE OPTION IS SELECTED, QRCL WILL rtSK FOR THE NAME OF THE FILE. THE FILE SHOULD BE IN ASC T I WITH ONE SHOT PER LINE LEFT JUSTIFIED. IF A FILE LETTER IS SPECIFIED, IT MUST BE THE FIRST CHARACTER ON THE LINE. FOR THE TERMINAL OPTION THE PROGRAM WILL PROMPT THE USER TO ENTER FILE LETTERS AND SHOT NUMBERS. THE FILE LETTER IS OPTIONAL. TO EXIT FROM THE INPUT SEQUENCE, ENTER A BLANK LINE OR A (CNTRL)Z. FINALLY QRCL ASKS IF THE USER WANTS TO ENTER ANY MORE SHOTS. A RESPONSE OF YES CAUSES THE PROGRAM TO RETURN TO THE "ARE SHOT NUMBFRS IN
INTERROGATION OF THE RECALL REQUEST QUEUE
The following MIC commands are for use by the operator of the RECALL system to determine number and nature of pack requests in the recall queue. 
